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TAKING CARE | THE RECOVERY PROJECT
By Polly Swingle, PT, GCS, CEEAA

For Parkinson’s patients, the care and
support of a trained
and trusted caregiver is
an absolutely essential
part of managing the
disease and maintaining a strong quality of
life. The vital role that
Parkinson’s caregivers
play in the lives of their
loved ones makes it
all the more important
that those caregivers
understand both the
challenges in front of
them, and the latest
tips and techniques
for helping Parkinson’s
patients stay as healthy
as possible for as long
as possible.
• Whether it’s a family
member or friend, or a
trained therapeutic professional, all caregivers need
to educate themselves on

informed and engaged
with approved exercise
recommendations
specially designed for
Parkinson’s patients.
Exercise
Recommendations

established best practices
and emerging research
and recommendations for
Parkinson’s patients. Exercise is increasingly understood to be a powerful tool

in helping individuals with
Parkinson’s stay safe and
mobile, while maintaining
their quality of life. Consequently, caregivers should
take particular care to stay

For Parkinson’s
patients, the benefits
of moderate-to-high
intensity exercise are
significant—delaying
or mitigating the symptoms of the disease
and frequently leading
to a dramatic increase
in quality of life. As part
of a comprehensive
therapeutic program,
exercise can improve
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Be Flexible
function, fluidity and mobility, boosting
not only cardio fitness, but potentially
One size most definitely does not fit
improving cognitive function and delayall. Almost any exercise can be modiing or reducing the impact of dementia
fied—and many exercise programs can
that eventually afflicts so many Parkinbe adapted—to address the individual
son’s patients.
circumstances and therapeutic needs of
a patient. Perhaps your patient requires
When performed and maintained corthe extra support and stability of a chair
rectly, the right therapeutic exercise
or a cane to lean on when first starting
regime can make a significant and
out, or perhaps the number of repetimeaningful difference in the lives of
tions can be reduced while the patient
Parkinson’s patients. The right mix
familiarizes themselves with a new
of medication and exercise can help
routine. While flexibility is beneficial, it
people living with Parkinson’s to stand
is even better to seek the professional
and move around more confidently and
guidance of a trained and trusted theraindependently—and make their perforpist with established experience designmance of daily tasks like dressing and
ing exercise programs specifically for
feeding themselves easier.
Because exercise is so important, care- Parkinson’s patients. For caregivers, that
counsel is an invaluable piece of the
givers should make a point to:
therapeutic puzzle.
Get Involved
—————————————————
If the patient is involved in therapy or an
What follows are specific strategies
exercise program, the caregiver should
and recommendations for Parkinson’s
attend several sessions with them. Not
only will this help them learn how to help caregivers that can help them provide a
higher level of care for their patients:
the patient with exercises at home, it
also helps with accountability: caregivers can encourage patients to complete
their exercises and to make them a
regular part of their routine.
Find The Right Program
The latest research shows that exercises aimed at improving coordination
through rhythmic exercise and large
“explosive” movements are especially
beneficial for Parkinson’s patients. When
identifying therapeutic exercise programs for a Parkinson’s patient under
your care, look for those that go beyond
cardio and strength training to also
include those critical coordination and
balancing components. Exercises like
boxing and rowing — that demand fast,
fluid and coordinated motions — are
particularly promising.

PARKINSON’S CARE
Being a caregiver for someone with
Parkinson’s can be very challenging.
This is a disease that progresses, so
as such, patients’ needs progress and
evolve accordingly. Caregivers not only
need to be supportive throughout that
progression, they also need to understand the disease itself—and employ
the right therapies and treatment for
each stage of the disease.
While a caring and supportive mindset
is a prerequisite for any Parkinson’s
caregiver, there are a number of practical steps that all caregivers for Parkinson’s patients should keep in mind:
• Make a special point to attend all
doctors’ appointment to get both
updates on the patient’s status and
to better understand the progression
of the disease.
• Do not just take care of the patient,
take care of yourself. Get more help
in the home if needed. If you do not
take care of your own mental and
physical health and wellness, you

will not be able to provide the kind
of attentive, high-level care that is
optimal for people with Parkinson’s.
• Evaluate the patient’s environment for
health and safety hazards. Go roomby- room if necessary. For example,
in the bathroom, a bath bench or
shower stool (as well as a non-skid
rubber mat) is a good choice for
reducing the chances of a fall and
making it easier for caregivers to assist with bathing and hygiene needs.
Grab-bars and elevated toilet seats
are also a good idea, as well as the
removal of all throw rugs. In the bedroom, make sure that the bed is the
proper height, and consider utilizing
a bedside commode to help reduce
the risk of falling. Along these same
lines, night lights and/or a flashlight
by the bedside make good sense,
along with a clock that can help avoid
disorientation for a groggy patient
waking up in the middle of the night.
Get support. It is tough to do this
alone, and there are a large number of
support groups for caregivers that can
make your job as caregiver easier and/
or more fulfilling. If you need assistance,
there are several national organizations
that can point you toward local and
regional resources focused on the
caregiving role.
These resources are an important
source for both personal and practical
support, helping caregivers navigate
the emotional challenges of caring for
a Parkinson’s patient while identifying
programs and facilities in the area that
can make their jobs—and their patient’s
lives—a little less stressful and a little
more fulfilling.

PRESIDENTIAL

MOMENTS

Debbie Feldman
Chapter President 2013-2014
by

I can’t believe that it is the first day of autumn. Where
have the months flown? Our annual Midwest Chapter
conference is right around the corner. We have so many
wonderful and educational presentations to learn from.
Our conference chair, Annice Davis-White and her
committee have been working hard over the past year to
bring us an educational and fun conference. I hope that I
will see many of you at The Elms Hotel and Spa.

Having mentioned the E-blasts from NAPGCM, are you
opening your E-blasts from the Midwest Chapter? Please
keep your eyes peeled for our upcoming election of the
2015 Midwest Board. The slate followed by the electronic
ballots for our election will be in your inbox very soon. Our
Nominations Committee chaired by Jan Welsh, worked very
hard to put together a slate of very qualified candidates to
fill our open board and officer positions for 2015-2016.

I am gearing up for our Chapter Board meeting which will
be held the Friday morning of our Conference. We will be
working to establish our 2015 Strategic Plan along with
preparing our 2015 budget.

Finally, we will be learning the results of Jane Cavalier’s
work on the Branding project over the next few months.
National has informed us that there will be a video
presentation to the membership in mid-November
describing the branding solutions. NAPGCM will be
“aggressive” in the implementation of the new brand. They
will be preparing a PR Plan which will include a digital
marketing plan. A new website will be rolled out at the
conference in Denver and tool kits will become available for
our use. Jane Cavalier will be at the NAPGCM conference
in Denver, Colorado, April 29-May 2, 2015. Watch for
E-Blasts and check our NAPGCM website.

Have you been reading your E-blasts from NAPGCM?
I hope that you have been participating in the surveys
and instaPolls that have been coming out. The NAPGCM
Public Relations Committee has been working hard to
prepare these polls and then prepare press releases. The
press releases are being picked up by National papers and
resulting in some national press. PR is working to inform
the general public about who we are and what we do.
Your input is very important. Most of the surveys take
only a few minutes to complete. By completing the various
surveys, you are given the opportunity to be heard.

See you at The Elms Hotel & Spa.

All the best, Debbie

H av e n ’ t R e g i s t e r e d ? T h e r e ’s S t i l l T i m e !
NAPGCM Conference - October 24-26, 2014
Elms Hotel & Spa in Excelsior Springs!

WELCOME New MW GCM Members!
Jennifer Berday
SW Professional Care Management, LLC
Carmel, Indiana
Andrea Donovan,
Andrea Donovan Senior Living Advisors
Riverside, Illinois
Merle Griff
SarahCare Senior Solutions
Canton, Ohio

Nora Johnson
Cape Girardeau, Missouri
Lori Jurgiel
Anchor Health Care
St. Louis, Missouri
Tawanda Story
No Senior Left Behind
& Better Days Home Care
Granite City, Illinois

Jane Stumbo
Align Quality Life Management, LLC
Moorehead, Minnesota

Units On The Go!
3RD QUARTER UNIT REPORTS
This quarter the Midwest units held 11 meetings, attended by 102 members and 75 guests. Most units held
fewer meetings over the summer. Congratulation to the St. Louis Chapter for the best attendance record.
Chicago
Educational Meetings:
July 16, 2014 - Placements in Residential
Facilities - by Nancy Seigel.
September 17, 2014 - Legal Planning
for persons with Dementia - What GCMs
need to know- by Kim Peck, Esq.
The unit is planning for the
2015 Midwest Conference.
Cincinnati
We had our own educational presentation
regarding social media including Twitter,
Face Book and LinkedIn. Explore how we
could collaborate as a group on Social
Media. Reviewed some of the new
HIPAA regulations and how to assure
we were protecting health/financial
information appropriately.
Discussed various documentation/
billing systems currently used by our
membership. Planning a “Meet the GCM”
in 2015 once the “branding” initiatives have
been determined/finalized to promote the
possible changes the branding initiative
will provide. Discussion held regarding
how to continue to grow our unit with the
challenge of GCMs in other areas such as
Butler County, Columbus and Northern OH.
Considering the use of the conference line
for joint meetings at least 1-2 times a year.
Cleveland
New unit being developed
Detroit
We held our August meeting at a
residential community location, Henry
Ford Village, which allowed those in
attendance the opportunity to tour
and learn about the facility. During the
meeting additional community resources
were shared as well.
Diane Hischke retired in July and
will be recognized at an upcoming
meeting for her outstanding leadership
and contributions to NAPGCM and
her profession.
Held a meeting at Courtyard Manor
of Farmington Hills, MI. We shared
resources between members during the
meeting and will start a data base.

Illiana
Polly Jeffers of Wabash Valley Care
Management arranged for our August 28
unit meeting and lunch at Westminster
Village, Terre Haute, IN. We met with the
social worker and admissions nurse from
the facility and shared information about
care management. Some of our unit
members toured the facility and talked
to many other staff members. We feel
that this meeting at Westminster Village
helped to solidify what we do as care
managers and helped promote our local
care manager in that area to the staff.
Members Linda Brown of Family Care
Management and Jackie Witges of
Seimer Law Firm are enjoying their
association with Humana Cares/Senior
Bridge program. They both shared that
this work enhancing their practice. Sam
Moore attended his first Geriatric Care
Management meeting as a guest. He
recently joined Illiana Care Solutions
and is currently concentrating on Senior
Move Management, but also working
toward certification and membership
in NAPGCM. Members felt that he
contributed many great ideas for our unit.
Indiana
The Ft. Wayne group planned a
meeting July 17th for our unit, however,
due to vacations, case loads and
illnesses, none of the other members
were able to attend.
St. Louis
This quarter, the St. Louis unit had
3 general unit meetings:
July 3 we met at an adult day care
program and had a presentation
on highlights from the NAPGCM
benchmarking study.
On July 24 we had a community
educational event (3 CEUs) on
“Ethics, Values, and Beliefs as We Age”
presented by Gary Behrman, PhD.
This program was a great PR activity
with outreach primarily to social workers
in the area.

On August 7 we met at the Missouri
Veterans Home and had a 1 CEU
program for the members on the
Veterans’ Benefits presented by a
Veterans’ Service Officer and a Veterans’
Service Client Representative.
We had our “annual summer retreat”
on August 21 where we enjoyed pot luck
appetizers and drinks and discussed
issues we are seeing with the
St. Louis Hospitals relating to the
observation status.
We decided to approach the American
Case Management Association and have
an informal forum/focus group meeting
with them to share concerns
and solutions.
At the September 4 meeting, we
continued our discussion on the
observation status and have a
subcommittee working with the American
Case Management Association to
develop a program for a December 3
afternoon joint meeting.
It was announced that Sharon Greenstein
is the new board president of the Mideast
Area Agency on Aging
This quarter the unit requested $50 for a
gift for the CEU event speaker.
The St. Louis Unit would like to request
additional fund availability from the
chapter for 2015 after the results from the
Branding project have been published.
SE Wisconsin
We have been working on a NAPGCM
member educational program on
special needs trusts with a local law
firm. This program is scheduled from
October 10, 2014 and will be hosted
by Stowell Associates.
Members continue to discuss how we
might use the DVD from our Advanced
Clinical Topics on psychopharmacology.

ILLUMINAGE’S TOP TEN TIPS FOR FACEBOOK MANAGEMENT AND GROWTH
By Jan Welsh, MS, LPC, CMC, CRC

Facebook posts may not reach 100% of your audience, but Facebook is an
inexpensive and fun way to communicate with a portion of your audience. Putting into
place a simple and organized process will enable you to use this to your advantage.
Here are some tips from our recent webinar, “Facebook Management and Growth”.
1. Setting goals for your Facebook presence guides your program—
from what to post and when to post it. If your audience is working
professionals, will they have access to Facebook to see a post from
you at 10am during the work week?
2. Be likeable and be yourself—your posts are likely to be better received
if they are personable, inspire emotion (funny, heart-touching, etc…).
3. Simple questions can be very successful on Facebook—think one/two word
answers or yes/no…and don’t be afraid to stack the deck by asking your
friends and colleagues to participate!
4. Visuals—photos or video—increase the popularity of your posts.
5. Social media is interactive—tagging people and organizations and sharing
posts from others will increase your visibility with those community members
(clients and referral sources)!
6. Having realistic expectations, especially given Facebook’s changing
algorithm, is important. You can only expect 15-20% of your audience to
see your posts unless they are widely shared, liked, or commented upon.
7. Paid advertising is not yet highly recommended for businesses that are not
doing online retail. If you choose to test Facebook ads, be aware of this and
make sure your campaign includes a clear, trackable call-to-action.
8. Content is king on the Internet, and Facebook is no exception! Generating
quality content that supports your business goals is one of the largest
challenges in social media. Ask others in your organization to contribute
content that supports your organizations goals.
9. Unless your business goal is “to be on Facebook,” your content should
be posted on your website/blog first and shared to Facebook at least
50% of the time. This drives your audience back to your website for
“the rest of the story,” where they are reminded of all of the programs,
services, and resources your organization provides.
10. Use Facebook Insights to understand the demographics of your audience and
to learn what types of posts during which times of the day are most popular.
TIP
On a related note, Connie suggested we think about email
instead of direct mail pieces as a way of reaching our audience
– the cost savings is enormous!

MIDWEST CHAPTER NAPGCM

UNIT LEADERS

Chicago: Julie Fohrman - Co-Chair
North Shore Geriatric Care Management – Highland Park, IL
847-780-4733 Julie@northshoregeriatric.com

Chicago: Kim Hand - Co-Chair
North Shore Senior Center - Northfield, IL
847-784-6061 khand@nssc.org

Cincinnati: Peggy Slade-Sowders
Living Well Senior Solutions - Cincinnati, OH
513-561-0222 pslade-sowders@erhinc.com
Cleveland: Jennifer Beach
Advocate for Elders - Rocky River, OH
216-406-3139 jbeach@advocate4elders.com
Detroit: Marcia Filek
Senior Care Solutions by Oakwood - MI
866-775-1869 filekm@oakwood.org
Detroit: Erica Saum
Eldercare Solutions of Michigan/JFS - MI
248-592-2664 esaum@fjsdetroit.org
Illiana: Sara Moore
Illiana Care Solutions, LLC - State Line, IN
765-337-3995 saracares@hotmail.com
Indiana: Susan Wack
SW Professional Care Management - Carmel, IN
317-346-0440 susanwack@gmail.com
Iowa: Ann Ruckdaschell
Prairie Rose Care Management – North Liberty, IA
319-325-2847 ann@prairierosecare.com
Kansas City: Annice Davis White
The Caring Heart - Overland Park, KS
913-907-8666 thecaringheart@sbcglobal.net
Mid-Missouri: Anne Reeves
Elder Care Resources, LLC - Columbia, MO
573-881-5008 eldercaresupport@aol.com
Minneapolis: Kathleen Dempsey
Pathfinder Care Management / Rent A Daughter - Minneapolis, MN
612-729-9096 kathleen@pathfinder-scc.com
Omaha: Jan Hannasch
ElderLife Consultants - Omaha, NE
402-330-3079 janrn@cox.net
SE Wisconsin: Kari Klatt
Stowell Associates - Milwaukee, WI
414-963-2600 karik@caremanagedhomecare.com
St. Louis: Judy Mange
Aging Well - St. Louis, MO
314-962-9115 mangej@msn.com
NAPGCM STAFF
Julie Wagner
NAPGCM
P 520.881.8008 F 520.325.7925 Operations/Publications/Registrar
M-F 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., MST jwagner@napgcm.org ext 7007
3275 West Ina Rd Ste 130 Callie Daters, Marketing Consultant
Tucson, AZ 85741
Sarah Garcia,
Kaaren Boothroyd, Exec Director Membership/Database/Products
kboothroyd@napgcm.org ext 7001 sgarcia@napgcm.org ext 7003
Amanda Mizell, Technology/
Pam Carlson, Meeting Planner
Membership/Organizational Support
meetings@napgcm.org
amizell@napgcm.org ext 7005

520-270-1541

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
Polly Swingle, PT, GCS, CEEAA
Polly Swingle is co-CEO and lead physical therapist
of The Recovery Project. She possesses more than
20 years of physical therapy experience specializing in
rehabilitative therapy for spinal cord injuries, traumatic
brain injuries and neuromuscular disorders, including
eight years at the Detroit Medical Center’s Rehabilitation
Institute of Michigan.
Swingle is a Project Walk Certified Trainer, a certified
clinician in the practice of LSVT®BIG - therapy for
individuals with Parkinson’s disease, a Certified Exercise Experts for
Aging Adults (CEEAA) and a Geriatric Certified Specialist (GCS).
She is also certified in neuro-developmental treatment, Burdenko therapy and
Pilates. She earned her degree in physical therapy from Ohio University.

Haven’t Registered?
There’s Still Time!
NAPGCM
Conference
October 24-26
Elms Hotel & Spa in
Excelsior Springs!

EDUCATION
COLLABORATION
RELAXATION
Teaming
Together,
Planning
Ahead!

The 2014 Election Nominees Have Been Announced!
The Ballots will be sent via email please contact
Jan Welsh, Chair if you have any questions!

2014 MIDWEST CHAPTER GCM BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President (2013-2014): Debra Feldman MSW, LCSW, CMC
Debra Feldman & Associates - Buffalo Grove, IL
(847) 913-1700 • feldman.debra@comcast.net
Executive Committee-Chair, Finance Committee
Immediate Past President: (2013) Jan Welsh MS, CRC, CMC
Special Care for Older Adults LLC - Cincinnati OH
(513) 242-3587 • welcare@fuse.net
Nominations and Newsletter Committee
Vice President (2014-2015): Annice White MS, CMC, LCHA
The Caring Heart - Overland Park, KS
(913) 901-8666 • thecaringheart@sbcglobal.net
Peer Case Conference Co-Chair, Executive, Conference & By-Laws Committee
Secretary (2014-2015): Jennifer Beach BS, MA, LSW, C-SWCM
Rocky River, OH • (216) 406-3139 • jbeach@advocate4elders.com
Executive Committee, Nominating Committee
Treasurer (2013-2014) Mary Pitsch CSW, CMC
Embrace Care Management LLC - Sheboygan, WI
(920) 451-6228 • Embrace_maryp@att.net
Executive Committee, Finance Committee

Board Members
(2014-2015) Chris Bangtson MS, CMC
Pairie Rose Care Manager - North Liberty, IA
(319) 337-8922 • chris.bangtson@gmail.com
Unit Coordination – Co-Chair, Membership Committee
(2013-2014) Marianne Ewig MSW, ACSW, CASWCM
September Managed Care For Later Years - Milwaukee, WI
(414) 774-5800 • septewig@gmail.com
Co-Chair Mentoring and Co-Chair Membership
(2014-2015) Kimberly Hand MS, CMC
North Shore Senior Center - Northfield, IL
(847) 784-6061 • khand@nssc.org
Conference Committee
(2013-2014) Cheryl Hendrixson BSN, RN, CMC
ASU Group/Age Navigation - Indianapolis, IN
(317) 879-1176  • chendrixson@agenavigation.com
Membership Committee Co-Chair
(2014-2015) Kari Lee Klatt LCSW, RN, C-ASWCM
Stowell Associates - Milwaukee, WI
(414) 963-2600 • karik@caremanagedhomecare.com
Newsletter Committee – Chair
(2013-2014) Gail Lee MA, LCSW, CCM, CEAP
Purcell and Amen – Attorneys at Law - St. Louis, MO
(314) 966-8077 • glee@yourestatematters.com
Electronic Communication Committee – Chair,
Conference Committee, Newsletter Committee, Membership Committee
(2013-2014) Judy Mange MBA, PT, CMC
Aging Well - Saint Louis, MO
(314) 962-9115 • mangej@msn.com
Unit Coordination – Co-Chair, Ethics Committee,
Membership Committee and Ethics Committee Chair
(2014-2015) Maria Miskovic BSW, MSW, LCSW, C-ASWCM
Care Choice Care Management, LLC - High Ridge, MO
(636) 288-1764  • maria@carechoicestl.com
Mentoring Co-Chair

the WORD on ETHICS
ETHICS COMMITTEE
Judy Mange, Chair
Phyllis Brostoff — Sherry Kostman
The Midwest Chapter Ethics Committee remains available to the
membership. The committee’s goal is to offer the membership
a place to discuss/brainstorm any ethical or business practice
dilemma which may be of concern to their practice.
Committee’s responses are based on the NAPGCM Code of
Ethics and Standards of Practice. These are available on the
web site (www.caremanager.org ) under the “About Care
Management” tab. From there you go to “Certification and
Professional Conduct” where you will find the Code of Ethics
and Standards of Practice. These are great to refer to when
you have a question.
Please note that in April 2014, two additional Standards were
added to the Standards of Practice.
Both are in the area of “Client Relationship”. The first
(Standard #6) addresses “Continuity of Service” while the
second (Standard #7) addresses “Termination of Service”.
With these additions, the Code of Ethics was adjusted to show
the Standards of Practice which support the Ethical Principles.
You may want to review or download this information from the
NAPGCM web site. If you have any questions please contact
someone on the Chapter Ethics Committee.

Peer Case Teleconferences
Sign up now for an
NAPGCM Telephonic
Peer Case Conference!
They are part of your member
benefit package and are free to
active members. These toll-free
conference calls challenge
us to approach our unique
day-to-day Care Management
activities in creative new ways
and meet NACCM certification
requirement for consultation/
supervision too.

2014 PEER CASE
TELECONFERENCE SCHEDULE
October 15, 2014  —  4 PM CT / 5 PM ET
November 19, 2014  —  4 PM CT / 5 PM ET
December 17, 2014  —  4 PM CT / 5 PM ET
Advance registration is required.
Watch for monthly e-blasts
about how to take part.

RSVP or Send Questions to:

Annice Davis White, MS, CMC, LACHA
913-901-8666 thecaringheart@sbcglobal.net
Katherine Matthews PT, CMC
314-303-8211 journeysinaging@sbcglobal.net

We want this to be
THE Premium Newsletter for
Long Term Care & Geriatric Issues
Send us suggestions/info on:
• Seminars
• Educational Opportunities
• Newsworthy Info
• Personnel Changes

ADVERTISE NOW

in the MW GCM Newsletter!
Full Page $125 • 1/2 Page $85
1/4 Page $65 • 1/8 Page $35
Positioning Rates:
Back half page $175
Special Placement add $35
Issue Published/Material Closing Dates
January 14 — December 27
April 6 — March 30
July 6 — June 29
October 5 — September 28
For More Info Contact the Editor:
Kari Klatt via e-mail at
karik@caremanagedhomecare.com

WORDS OF WISDOM & HUMOR
There are two ways of spreading light —
to be the candle or the mirror that reflects it.
Edith Wharton
The greatest discovery of the 20th Century is that our attitude
of mind determines our quality of life, not circumstances.
William James, Father of modern day psychology
You don’t get to choose how you’re going to die, or when.
You can only decide how you’re going to live. Now!
Joan Baez
The most wasted of all days is one without laughter.
E. E. Cummings
If you were going to die soon
and had only one phone call to make,
who would you call and what would you say?
And why are you waiting?
Stephen Levine

REFLECTIONS ON BRANDING
BY MARIA MISKOVIC, BSW, MSW, LCSW, CASWCM - ST. LOUIS UNIT, MIDWEST CHAPTER
I met our Branding Consultant, Jane
Cavalier, at the National NAPGCM
Conference. She is a poised, experienced,
professional who clearly has a a firm grip
on her line of work. She carefully and
specifically addressed the numerous
questions from those members present,
about this complex, lengthy and critically
important project.
Jane stressed that consistency equals
impact and there are some overarching
themes and concepts that will shine
through as Jane and her team develop
recommendations and ideas for our care
management brand. As we enter our 4th
quarter of the year, I thought it would be
helpful to reflect upon her presentation to
conference attendees.

stakeholder interviews, conducted focus
groups, sent out a national survey,
completed interviews with several
organizations influential to the field of care
management, and completed a research
report. The plan to present to us potential
branding solutions including: a graphic
identity, a tag line, market positioning,
brand identity, along with recommendations
for strategies and the process for putting
into motion these strategies in order to
achieve these changes. We should expect
that these ideas may most likely result
in revisions in the name and logo of our
professional organization.

During a “Meet and Greet,” with Jane
and NAPGCM members, the discussion
focused on the “ownership of the field of
We are now in the first phase of what will be care management”. Members expressed
concerns about the emerging competition
a two-phase process. Currently, our efforts
in Patient Advocates and non-certified or
are focused on obtaining feedback from
non-member organizations. Jane guided
various sources in order to get an overall
the conversation through a discussion of
broad picture of care management, our
owning the “umbrella” of care management
market and its stakeholders.
and establishing tiers of practice, where
Jane says “Perceptions are my reality.”
certified members maintain the top tier of
To garner insight into what is needed
expertise in the care management practice,
for our plan for change, her team joined
yet advocates and other entries occupy the
care managers on Ride-A-Longs, held
bottom tiers under guidelines set forth by

the “experts.” Jane explained that the next
generation of care managers are driven
by all that which provides meaning and
purpose. Our organization is positioned
to develop new career paths for the next
generation which will groom a certified care
management tier. “We are the Rolls Royce
of Care Management” and we want to
protect our integrity and “take control of the
career ladder.”
In order for us to become the dominant
industry leader in our industry brand, we
must create principals of care management,
and establish an elite core of care
managers that set the bar of practice. The
discussions were well received and when
framed in this way felt very empowering.
Looking around the room, it was obvious
that change could present challenges
throughout our organization and some will
accept it better than others. Overall however,
these are exciting times for care managers
and we have a unique opportunity to move
forward with clarity and unity as we progress
through our branding project. Updates
and recommendations are expected in the
coming months with completion of the first
phase by the end of the year.

